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In the year 2076, Avant Garde Solutions completed over sixteen

research projects including market studies, social development

researches, call back audits, and on site water testing projects

through which we created valuable insights for our valued clients

like SNV Nepal, Philips, Kurlon, International Data Corporation,

Quantum Research Solutions to name a few.

 

We conducted several in-house capacity building workshops and

trainings like Market Research, Development Project Monitoring

and Evaluation, SPSS, Water Testing, Microsoft Excel, Adobe

Photoshop and so on. 

 

For the personal growth of our team members, we encouraged and

enrolled every staff member of Avant Garde Solutions in Himalayan 

Toastmasters Club and Four Wheeler Driving School.

 

Avant Garde Solutions wishes a Happy New year 2077 B.S to all

our clients, consultants, stakeholders, and employees. The year

2076 B.S has been a very good learning experience for our

organization. This new year, we are committed to continue

delivering robust and quality-based solutions to our valued

clients.
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In January 2020, Mr. Ramesh Shrestha, the

Managing Partner of Avant Garde Solutions

conducted a half day training session on 'The

Emerging Concepts and Technological Use in

Research' to the MPhil and PhD. scholars of

Kathmandu University School of Management.

The session focused on the emerging concepts

and in hand practical experience using digital

data collection platforms such as Ona, Akvoflow

and qualitative data analysis tool Atlas.ti. The

session also focused on sample size calculation,

quality control, and data cleaning mechanism.

Generation of Syndicated Data
In the past quarter, Avant Garde Solutions successfully generated the syndicated data on

smartphones through Consumer Surveys, Brand Audit and Competetive Analysis on Digital

Platforms. In the second phase, we will be generating data on Exit Poll, Mystery Shopping and

Focus Group Discussions on this industry. A collective insights created from these six researches

will be useful for smartphone companies to analyze their position, consumers perception and

create strategies for their companies.  Soon, we plan to generate such syndicated data on other

competitive industries like automobiles (two-wheelers and four-wheelers), cement, steel to name a

few.

Working during the lockdown
With the outbreak of the pandemic COVID- 19, most of our

on-going projects have been halted. The government of

Nepal has enforced a lockdown to control the spread of

the virus. In this critical time, Avant Garde Solutions team

has been responsibly self quarantining and working from

home on various projects and capacity building activities:

attending online training on market research, speech

crafting workshops, photoshop workshops and so on in

self-isolation. We are hoping that the situation of the nation

and the world gets better. Until then we request everybody

to be responsible, stay indoors, take care of ourselves and

others.

Mr. Keshava Raj Gnawali, a senior researcher at Avant Garde Solutions published his research

paper titled "A Qualitative Exploration of Barriers to School Education among Adolescent Girls in

Nepal" and "Perceived Risk Factors on the Purchase of Second-Hand Motorbikes" in Journal of

Advanced Research in Journalism & Mass Communication.
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Upcoming events:

Digital Marketing Seminar
As an approach to link  academia to industry, Avant Garde Solutions has scheduled a half-day

digital marketing seminar once the situation of COVID-19 gets under control and the nation gets

safe for public gatherings. In the digital marketing seminar, the EMBA students from Kathmandu

University School of Management will be sharing their research findings on the practices of

digital marketing in Nepal on the four major industries namely: Automobiles, Academics,

Smartphones, and Tours &Travels. The audience of the seminar will consist of academicians and

professionals from these industries.  Please stay tuned for further notice and let us know if you

have any queries through email. 

 

Training Course on “Digital Marketing for Business Growth”
Avant Garde Solutions is organizing a digital marketing training course for business 

professionals and practitioners. The training course is about building an effective digital

marketing strategy to increase a business’s visibility in this extremely competitive environment.

The training course will consist of tricks and techniques to reach the target audience online and

interact with them in a more hands-on, integrated approach. Please stay tuned for further notice

about the date and time of the training, and let us know if you have any queries through email.

A brief glimpse of the result is displayed in the infographics below. This data comes from face to

face interview commissioned by Avant Garde Solutions Pvt. Ltd in August 2019 with 547

smartphone users in Kathmandu Valley.  

Avant Garde Syndicated data: 
A glimpse of the smartphone market in Nepal
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